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1 Page 1: Top of Play Page 11: As Music Begins/Inner Play Starts 

Interior Night Dim Warm 
While this setting is the “real” world, this really is the only scene that defines this look at it is only 
revisited for very short sections. Therefore, this look needs to be specific and contrast the 
upcoming “fantasy” sections. This world is the world of the Inquisition, a bleak and uninviting 
world, devoid of the art and whimsy that make life worth living. This scene is described as “lost 
in shadow” and “lighted with scant cold rays sifting through a grille overhead”. This light 
would be texture from above, a cool light contrasted with a dim “fire covered by a grille” 
stage right. The lights within this scene should be stark, only partially revealing and create long 
shadows. This light is consistent throughout this scene. 

 
2 Page 11: As Music Begins/Inner Play Starts Page 17: On Transition back to Prison 

Exterior Day Warm 
This scene begins as lights slowly fade into this whimsical fantasy world. This first scene 
shows a warm amber contrasting the previous scene. This world is brightly light, not entirely 
unrealistic, but a view of an enhanced world as it could be. The lighting should evoke an 
emotion of adventure. As the world transitions, color should build all at once, but light 
reveals only Don Quixote at first, building in Sancho as he comes in, and then finally 
building in the full stage and ending with a bump.  During the song, lights mimic the brass 
interludes. Lights restore after the song. 

 
3 Page 17: On Transition back to Prison Page 17: On Transition back to Inner Play 

Interior Night Dim Warm 
Lights restore to the first look for this short scene within the prison. At this early point, not 
much has changed, except, perhaps, a little more light on the prisoners. 

 
4 Page 17: On Transition back to Inner Play Page 20: End of “It’s All the Same” 

Interior Day Warm 
A musty tavern, with light streaming in from a window. The light reveals an unsavory 
environment but pulls down to Aldonza as the song starts. Aldonza is followed with a 
spotlight, as the song progresses the stage becomes a saturated warm. The song ends with a 
bump. The lights restore to the tavern after the song. 

EXAMPLE: 
Scene Start of Scene Description End of Scene Description 

Interior/Exterior Time of Day Color 
Lighting Changes within Scene 
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5 Page 20: End of “It’s All the Same” Page 24: On Transition back to Prison 

Interior Day Warm 
The musty tavern warms up as Don Quixote enters. As song starts, the lights pull to Quixote 
and Aldonza, with the rest of stage becoming a pink wash. Don Quixote is followed with a 
spotlight. This light quickly becomes a warm amber as the Muleteers begin singing, 
continuing to build as they all sing, ending with a bump. 

 
6 Page 24: On Transition back to Prison Page 25: On Finger Snap 

Interior Night Dim Warm 
Lights restore back to the prison. Cooler light is centered around the Duke, whereas the 
rest of the stage is subtly warmer. 

 
7 Page 25: On Finger Snap Page 31: On Cervantes Transition 

Interior Day Slightly Cool 
A church setting, usually start and dim, interrupted by the ironic women of this song. This scene 
should be neutral colors bordering on cool. Everyone should be in light within this scene. 

 
8 Page 31: On Cervantes Transition Page 36: On Transition to Kitchen 

Interior Night Dim Warm 
Transition back to the prison, with the subtle warm light through the stage now. 

 
9 Page 36: On Transition to Kitchen Page 46: End of “To Each His Dulcinea” 

Exterior Day/Night Warm/Cool 
A window-lit kitchen, with warm light fill. As the song starts, a slight pull to Sancho with 
more saturated color. The light fades into night, with a deep lavender wash with texture. 
The stage look should be innocent and beautiful, with enough light to see everyone. The stage 
warms up as the Barber song starts and continues to build as Quixote is crowned. After the 
song, as everyone is leaving, lights pull down to just Quixote. After, lights cross to Padre and 
Carrasco. As music starts, cool color wash reveals Quixote with whole stage becoming a 
deeper blue. Padre is covered by a spotlight. 
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10 Page 46: End of “To Each His Dulcinea” Page 57: Transition to Tavern 

Exterior Night Cool 
Similar to previous courtyard lighting, except a deeper blue texture throughout the stage with 
lavender moonlight illuminating Quixote. As the song starts, a spotlight picks up Quixote 
with a light lavender/pink. The stage wash warms up romantically as the song progresses. 
On final moment of song, the whole stage will shift amber. On the final hit, the stage bump 
magenta except for a patch of blue on Don Quixote and Aldonza. After the song, the 
courtyard look restores. As Pedro grabs Aldonza, lights shift cool. As the fight ensues, intense 
amber washes the stage. 

 
11 Page 57: Transition to Tavern Page 58: Transition to Prison 

Interior Night Dim Warm 
The tavern, without sunlight, is even dingier than it is in day. A cool ambient wash is 
throughout, combatted with the warm light of overhead oil lamps. A texture fills in. The 
setting should be uneasy, with the pockets of light of different color and texture. An upstage 
table should barely be in light. 

 
12 Page 58: Transition to Prison Page 61: On Cervantes/Don Quixote 

Interior Night Dim Warm 
A quick transition back to the prison, however, this time a much cooler look accompanies the 
Inquisition theme. As Cervantes talks of “men of illusion”, the warmer look fades back in. 

 
13 Page 61: On Cervantes/Don Quixote Page 63: On Change to Inn 

Exterior Day Warm 
A look similar to the first illusion scene, Quixote and Sancho are in a bright light. An 
adventurous warm wash fades in as the Moors dance. This builds to a maximum, then fades 
down as they leave. We leave this scene with a blackout. 

 
14 Page 63: On Change to Inn Page 70: On Transition to Prison 

Exterior Day Warm 
Courtyard light in daylight, a warm wash. 

 
15 Page 70: On Transition to Prison Page 71: On Transition Back to Inner Play 

Exterior Night Dim Warm 
Back to the prison, with warm look present. 
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16 Page 71: On Transition Back to Inner Play Page 81: On Transition Back to Prison 

Exterior Day Warm 
The inn lighting restores with shaft of light beaming in. As Aldonza starts singing, lights 
shift magenta.  As The Quest starts, the stage continually becomes more amber. As Don 
Quixote falters, his light cools. In his final moments, the lights snap to two deep amber 
sidelights on Don Quixote. After a quick restore, the lights fade to cool backlight as Padre 
sings. After shifting to prison, the lights pull to Aldonza for the finale. The full stage builds 
cool as prisoners sing, then shifts magenta as the door backlight comes on while Cervantes is 
escorted out. When the door closes the stage shifts to deep amber. The final orchestra hit is 
accompanied by a blackout. 

 
 


